PRESENTATIONS
Room L258 (upstairs, straight ahead)

11:50 - 12:10
Top 5 Reasons to Study in Canada
Nadia Syskova, The University of British Columbia

12:15 - 12:40
How Changing your Mindset After High School Can Lead to More Success & Happiness in University
Sascha Liebhardt, New European College

12:45 - 13:05
Workshop: How To Write A Winning Essay
Sara Rathbun, Bentley University

13:10 - 13:30
Workshop: How Changing your Mindset After High School Can Lead to More Success & Happiness in University
Sascha Liebhardt, New European College

13:35 - 14:05
Discover Montreal - Voted Best Student City in North America!
Ashley Hollister, Concordia University

TOP FIVE MAJORS


WELCOME to International College Day!
Great that you’re here. By visiting ICC today, you have a chance to take a step towards your future goals. Consider this an excellent opportunity to get the answers to all those questions running through your head:

- Which university/college is the right fit for me?
- How much will it cost?
- How do I apply & most importantly, get accepted?

Find out all these answers and more by attending the presentations & workshops (see schedule on this handout), and by going around the info stands and talking with the university representatives. They have the insiders’ scoop and can give you something that combing through the web can’t - personal insights & tips. Most of them have gone through the process of choosing & attending college and many actually want to the schools they’re representing.

So, after taking a few moments to reflect on what kind of experience you’d like to have in college, consider asking:

- What kind of learning atmosphere is there - competitive or integrative?
- Is the social climate calm & studious or nightlife/party-oriented?
- Is it more liberal or conservative?

- Is the college located in a rural or urban setting? What is the campus like?
- Is there public transportation? - Is it bike-friendly?
- Are professors accessible & do they provide regular office hours? Is the school research or teaching oriented?
- What kind of sports, clubs, and extra-curricular activities are available to students?

These are just a small selection of the questions you can ask & some may not even apply to you. Think about what’s important to you and what you envision your perfect college experience to be like & go from there...

As the saying goes: “Life is what you make it.” In a similar way, so are events like these. You can choose to walk around picking up a brochure or two and a few pens and not really engage, or you can strategically visit select info stands and drill the university representatives with the questions you want answers to.

Take advantage of this awesome opportunity & make the most of your visit today! And if you have any questions or need a bit of orientation, just stop by the Info Table at the front & we’ll be happy to help!😊

Flor Fernández Krippus
Event Director, College Days in Germany & Scandinavia
CollegeCouncil